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MOO BEGINNINGS After
an absence of almost 25
years, Longhorn cattle
returned to graze in
Wanstead Park in
September, as part of a City
of London trial into the
grassland’s upkeep. Nuru,
Nina and Quinine, who
were kept on site with GPS
collars, were star attractions
in the weeks they were let
loose. Local artist Karen
Humpage captured their
likeness in this limited
edition print, available to
order at Etsy (tinyurl.com/
wansteadparkcows). The
Friends of Wanstead
Parklands receives a £5
donation for every one
sold. Gill James’s ‘cow
diary’ begins on page 6

FRIENDS OF WANSTEAD
PARKLANDS newsletter
A warm welcome…
…to your Autumn/Winter 2020 newsletter. As you will see from the articles in this
edition, the last few months have been an exciting time for us.
But I’d like to start with a couple of thank-yous.
Firstly, to John Meehan, who has chosen to step down as deputy chair of the Friends of
Wanstead Parklands. John chaired the Friends between 2016 and May this year,
bringing a huge amount of experience and knowledge to the task.
He played a leading role in the development of the Parkland Plan (see previous
newsletters) and provided strong leadership to the Committee throughout this period.
We thank John for all his input and wish him well.
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Secondly, to all the volunteers who have supported the monthly litter picks, come rain
and shine, and all those who helped as cow minders over the last two months. Your
help is invaluable!
I’d also like to place on record our thanks to the City of London Corporation, which
manages Wanstead Park.
Almost everyone was delighted by the introduction of the longhorns to the park in
September. It was an inspiring idea, and cheered park users during this diﬃcult time.
Keen observers would also have noticed some eﬀective vegetation and scrub clearance
in the park. We have Geoﬀ Sinclair and his Operations Team to thank for that.
On the more negative side, we all watched with apprehension this summer as the
Ornamental Water slowly dried up.
It’s an alarming issue for both park users and the wildlife that depends on it – two of
our newsletter articles deal with this ever-evolving issue.
A second evolving issue is the cycling situation. Greater use of the park has seen the
development of a cycling “free-for-all”. Welcomed by some, but deplored by others.
The City of London has recognised that change is essential. We expect a revised Code
of Conduct and Policy revision in 2021. Gill James reports on this on page 18.
Thanks also to Richard Arnopp’s eﬀorts, our Facebook page goes from strength to
strength. Increased usage of the park through the lockdown has spawned a matching
social media interest, now numbering 2.4k followers.
In particular, Mary Holden’s beautiful albums are a constant source of magical life. We
are delighted to showcase a full year’s worth of Mary’s lovely photos on the final page
of this edition.
If you haven’t yet checked out our Facebook page, which is updated on an almost daily
basis, we encourage you to do so, at tinyurl.com/fwpfacebook.
I hope you enjoy catching up with our news.
John Sharpe Chairman

You’re the pick of the pickers!
The Friends’ monthly litter sweep is a ‘trash’ hit with volunteers
Back in June, when the Friends of Wanstead Parklands called for willing volunteers to
take part in a Sunday morning litter pick, the country was still emerging from its first
lockdown.
Individuals and small groups have been doing their bit to keep the park tidy for years.
But during lockdown, the amount of litter left across the park skyrocketed.
With the City of London team responsible for the park’s upkeep depleted by selfisolating absentees and inundated by similar service demands across all of Epping
Forest, it was clear that additional hands were needed.
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We had no idea how popular that first litter pick would prove – expecting about a
dozen people, we were astonished when nearly 40 turned up – nor that it would
become a monthly event.
But there’s a definite satisfaction in meeting up by the Temple, late morning, on the
first Sunday of the month, before heading oﬀ in pairs – litter picker and plastic bag in
hand – to do a bit of tidying. It’s been described to me as “a walk with a purpose”.
And, if the two-dozen rubbish bags that are routinely filled over the course of an hour
and half is anything to go, what purpose!
At recent events, our
volunteers have
disposed of all manner
of common-or-garden
picnic detritus, as well
as a trove of goodies
that reads like the final
round of The
Generation Game:
• Dog toys (lost, various)
• A boomerang
• Portable radio
• Apple AirPods (only
one earpiece in the
charging dock,
though…)
• A half-eaten onion
• Training shoes
VOLUNTEERS ASSEMBLE
Checking in for the August
litter pick. Photograph:
Paul Clements

• A runner’s sweattop
• A drone battery (found by Bushwood resident Nicholas, one of our youngest litter
pickers)
• Camping chairs
• Several disposable barbecues
Our fifth litter pick, in October, was unseasonably cold. Blowing a gale, there is rain in
the air. At three minutes to 11am (our appointed start time), Gill James and I are
huddled under a tree thinking: “Nobody’s going to come on a day like this…” At which
point 15 people suddenly materialise – some regular, some new, some elderly, some
young – and away we go again, to give the park a 90-minute deep clean.
My sincere thanks go out to all these good folk who sacrifice a chunk of their Sunday
morning because they love the park and want to see it looking spruce. I know some of
the volunteers go out in between our monthly events, to do a bit more tidying. When
fellow park users express their thanks and appreciation, you return home with a level
of self-satisfaction. It’s a recommended pick-me-up!
The City of London has risk-assessed our litter picks and deemed them Covidcompliant, in line with current guidelines, at the time of going to press.
We have one last litter pick of the year planned – at 11am on Sunday, December 6.
We will meet at our usual spot, to the left-hand side of the Temple (click here for exact
location: w3w.co/cabin.sushi.tall). Bring a litter picker if you have one, or buy one for £5
on the day. Rubbish bags provided.
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The Friends of Wanstead Parklands stall will be selling local author Geraldine
Robert’s book, The Angel and the Cad: Love, Loss and Scandal in Regency England (£9.99,
Macmillan), about the ill-fated couple who ran Wanstead House, once the
centrepiece of the park, to rack and ruin.
To make things festive, we’ll also be bringing a few mince pies – wear a Santa hat or a
garland of flashing fairy lights if you dare!
Any last-minute changes to our plans will be posted on the Friends Facebook page.
We hope to see you there! John Sharpe

NO MESSING Local residents Michelle and Deborah
after the September litter pick. Photograph: Paul Clements

Has the Grotto won the ‘lotto’?
A £10k grant will help restore one of the last surviving remnants of
the Wanstead estate. By John Sharpe and Richard Arnopp
Many park users who wander past the Grotto, or view it at a distance across the
Ornamental Water, would be totally unaware of its historical significance.
A grade II-listed structure, it was once a beautiful building set in the grounds of
Wanstead House. But recently it has been much neglected, standing anonymously and
appearing ruined.
In September, we were contacted by the Heritage of London Trust, which helps
conserve and restore historic structures across the capital, oﬀering grants of up to
£15,000 per project. They also liaise with local councils and/or community
organisations in getting works oﬀ the ground.
Seeking out new projects, the Trust had expressed an interest in being shown around
the Grotto by Friends of Wanstead Parklands.
Dating back to 1761, the once-domed Grotto is one of the only remnants of the
Wanstead estate still recognsable. Unusually large and elaborate, it was built on two
levels, with a boathouse below and a room for entertainment above, with a service area
to the side.
It isn’t known who designed the building, though we know that the noted antiquarian,
geologist and naturalist Dr William Borlase supplied geological specimens to be
incorporated into it; the venue’s walls were decorated with shells and various mineral
crystals.
The Grotto survived the wreck of the estate and became a popular attraction in its
own right when the park was opened to the general public, with an admission price of
sixpence. Sadly, it caught fire during maintenance work in 1884 and burned out, leaving
only the exterior walls.
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Since then, weathering and vandalism have
led to further loss of fabric, with little now
left on the landward side, and the spectacular
waterside façade surviving only as a denuded
shadow of its former self. The Grotto was
added to Historic England’s “Heritage At
Risk” register in 2017, Wanstead Park as a
whole having been included since 2009.
A delegation from the Friends of Wanstead
Parkland’s joined Geoﬀ Sinclair, operations
manager at Epping Forest, to oﬀer
representatives from the Trust a guided tour
of the Grotto’s remains, after which we were
encouraged to apply for a grant.
Four weeks on, we received the very positive
news that the Heritage of London Trust
board has approved a grant for £10,000, to
begin work on stabilising the Grotto boat
canal, which is in danger of subsiding.

‘In danger of subsiding’
The Friends are delighted to have received
this generous grant from the Heritage of
London Trust, who recognise its historical
significance.

BRICKED UP The Grotto in
need of repair. Photograph:

Better still, the City of London is now
hoping to contribute a further £12-15,000 to complete an initial phase of restoration
work, which has an estimated total cost of £25,000.

Andrew Cronshaw

It is hoped that a Grotto Conservation Management Plan, as briefly summarised by
Richard below, will now be adopted by the City of London. Primary restoration work
on the Grotto would not only help stabilise the landmark, which is tucked behind
security fenced, but, with new signage, would oﬀer visitors an insight into its amazing
history.
We hope this stirring of interest will now act as a catalyst and attract other donors who
wish to see the Grotto returned to its former glories.
If you are interested in being such a donor, please contact
wansteadpark.org.uk@gmail.com

Why the Grotto is safe in Friends’ hands
In 2018, a Conservation Management Plan was commissioned by Epping Forest and
prepared by Alan Baxter Ltd., a consultancy specialising in conservation projects. It
includes a summary of existing knowledge about the Grotto’s historical development
as well as a consideration of its current condition and significance.
It concluded that the Grotto is at a turning point in its history.
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It is over a century since it was severely damaged
by fire, and since then the structure has continued
to decline, undermining the current visitors’
appreciation of the landmark’s significance.
The task was now to identify a sustainable future
for the structure and to see its removal from the
Heritage at Risk Register. The Conservation
Management Plan recommended that, in the
medium term, the City of London Corporation
should, as far as possible, restore the façade to its
18th-century appearance.
Nothing done should preclude fuller restoration at
a later date, if that were considered appropriate,
and funds became available.
Issues of security, accessibility and interpretation
would also need to be addressed. It was
emphasised that, as part of a designed landscape,
the Grotto could not be considered without
reference to its immediate surroundings and the
wider vision for the park as a whole.
The Friends took an active part in the stakeholder
workshops arranged by Alan Baxter, and
contributed documentary evidence and historic
imagery to assist the project. The conclusions
HISTORIC MOMENT The Friends reached have our enthusiastic support: the Grotto is an important focal point in the
show Heritage of London Trust landscape and a tangible link with Wanstead Park’s rich history.
around the Grotto.
Photograph: Richard Arnopp The Friends are pleased that work is to be done to the Grotto itself, but we are also

concerned about the fact that persistently low water levels in the Ornamental Water
have allowed woody vegetation to become established on the bed in front of it.
We are liaising with Epping Forest and other conservation groups with a view to
dealing with this.

What the grazes…?
Gill James, our volunteer cow-girl, opens her diary at the exact page
that three Longhorns make a long-awaited return to Wanstead Park
Thursday September 17th, 2020
Three celebrities are released into Wanstead Park today: Nuru, Quinine and Nina. The
Longhorn cattle move slowly out of the enclosure behind the Temple, look carefully to
right and left to sum up the scene, and then move oﬀ swiftly onto their patch,
accompanied by an awed silence.
One man stands amazed: “It looks just like Robin Hood in Sherwood Forest.” he says.
A journalist expresses disappointment the cows aren’t lining up for a photo-call.
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In the afternoon, the schoolchildren arrive. Some have to be restrained from rushing
over and… what? Pat them? Sit on them? But most people just smile at the Longhorns,
who regard us all placidly.
Word spreads fast these days. “Look who’s here!” shouts Facebook.
Friday 18th
A report in Metro says: “The cows have come home... 200 Longhorns will spend two
months in one of London's oldest parks.” Help! Where have the other 197 gone?
Young couple with an out-of-control dog (he with red braces and shaggy black hair) are
very angry: “They have no right to be here, this is an urban park for our dogs to roam
freely. Who do we sue when this all goes wrong?” No appeasing them. Walk away.
A large whippet runs barking through the cattle. “Put that dog on a lead!” shouts a
multitude of onlookers. Nina turns round and gives the dog a firm kick, then carries on
chewing placidly. Dog runs oﬀ. Owner is shocked. He wasn't expecting cows.
Result: one person on Twitter complains. “We're not coming to the park with our dog.”
Cue 90 furious responses. Great! Dog-walker opinion rules!
After school, more admiring folk snap away. A ring of noisy children sit around the
cows. Some throw gravel ineﬀectually.
“I grew up on a farm and I know cows,” says a man on a bike as he approaches Nuru,
“you're just a townie.” Katie, my fellow cowgirl and 23-year-old new graduate in animal
husbandry, bridles: “Go ahead and get kicked, then!” she says. She goes home and
worries. Her mum tells her to walk away and stay calm in future. She's learned.

MOO-VING IN Wanstead Park’s
celebrity cattle, Nuru, Quinine and
Nina. Photograph: Richard Arnopp
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Saturday 19th
First weekend for the Wanstead Park cows. Lovely day, crowds expected. Emergency
rota of volunteer cow-minders gets sorted. Main job: to keep small children in check
and explain what the cows are doing here.
Lots of children and bikes and dogs on leads, all behaving nicely. Noisy small boys play
at being jungle trackers and worm their way towards the cows. More small boys leap
from anthill to anthill. Cue opportunity to explain anthills!
The Great Ones visit from on high – or, at least, Epping Forest. They are impressed by
the multitudes and the enthusiasm.
Idyll spoiled by small, out-of-control spaniel scampering around the cows, who stand
decorously while overwrought young woman eventually manages to catch and collar
her beloved. “Where can I complain?” She asks, to no one in particular. “This trial is
dangerous to dogs and to children. Where are the notices? My dog has a right to
roam.” Has he/she? I hope she does complain and gets told.
I check. There are lots of notices, everywhere.
Sunday 20th
I put up another 10 notices: no more excuses for not knowing the cows are here.
The cows are the talk of the town and the airwaves. Where do they come from? What
are they here for? What are their names? Are they bulls? Which ones are pregnant? Are
they wearing bells? What is GPS? Why does one have only one horn? By the end of the
day, I am hoarse.
Picnics by the Perch Pond. The cows regard them, pick their way carefully between
nervous picknickers and make their way to the Pond for a drink.
Then, they proceed to demolish a small oak tree, twigs, acorns and all. They walk
through it, scratching their backs, and move on to work on the elm scrub. They aren't
fussy: they also eat brambles, ivy, nettles and the leaves of numerous other trees. So
many acorns on the ground this year, we are worried they might get upset stomachs.
Monday 21st
It’s suddenly gone quiet, cold and windy. Dog owner: “Why should I pick up after my
dog if there are cowpats on the ground?” Someone’s never heard of neosporum
caninum, a dog-borne parasite that can cause abortion in cows.
Wednesday 23rd
BBC newsflash: schoolteacher killed in Yorkshire by cows. Will this worry us
Londoners, unaccustomed to herds of cows in fields? Apparently not.
A quiet, peaceable procession of people passes by the herd in the cold: children, dogs
on leads, and cyclists, many walking their bikes. No one is killed.
THIRSTY WORK The cows make
their way to the pond for a drink.
Photograph: Gill James

Thursday 24th
Cowpat chat: the sheer number of pats produced by three cows is the subject for much
amazement. Children, of course, love them. “When is the farmer going to come back
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and collect all the cowpats?” asks one. Dog owners, however, are rueful: “My dog keeps
eating/rolling in them.”
Most people recognise they are good for the ground and look forward to seeing dung
beetles. I peer hopefully at wet cowpats and see no dung beetles (too cold?), but spot
lots of chewed-up acorns and, eventually, the tiny pinprick holes. Probably made by
tiny flies laying eggs, according to Google.
Friday 25th
Katie pantomimes waggling cow horns on her head while kicking with her feet to a
mystified non-English-speaking dog-owner who clearly hasn't read the notices.
A lady walks from Forest Gate every day for exercise and is delighted to now have the
cows as her goal and destination. Another comes from East Ham for her “green space
immersion”. A woman with two children who grew up on a farm run by her
grandmother in Pakistan describes being traumatised by the realities of farm life: birth,
death and all that goes with it.
Lots of smiles from locals over 30 who want to tell us all about the cows who used to
eat their roses in the front garden, and stopped their buses by wandering in the roads,
and held up people going to work by standing inside Wanstead Tube station, and
watched through the windows of Whipps Cross Hospital as women had their babies,
and made people late because they slipped on cowpats on their front paths – all before
mad cow disease put a stop to our roaming cattle.
Saturday 26th
Cold, windy afternoon, but still busy. Lots of family cyclists again. Cows defend
themselves when necessary.
One silly man oﬀers bread to Nuru and gets the lowered-horns treatment. “I know
horses,” he says. (Eh?)
Hear reliable story of one out-of-control small dog actually tossed in the air by one of
the cows. Dog unharmed, owner thankfully unfazed.
MIND YOUR STEP ‘When is the
farmer going to collect all the
cowpats?’ Photograph:
Gill James

Sunday 27th
Cold and windy again. I pass the time by counting people. Visitor patterns emerge: dog
walkers early in the morning, families with bikes in the afternoon. Often more children
on bikes than dogs at the weekend.
Afternoon's 90-minute count by the Perch Pond: 210 adults, 141 children, 20 dogs on
leads, 5 dogs oﬀ leads under control, 17 adults on bikes, 24 children on bikes. 2 electric
scooters going slowly. Zero conflicts.
Monday 28th
Facebook report: man claims one of the cows “attacked” his son and and tossed him up
in the air. Surely not? When challenged, he claims there were lots of witnesses, but
none come forward. Is this fake news? Yes. Why say it then?
Tuesday 29th
Praise for us volunteers from Geoﬀ Sinclair, head of operations at Epping Forest. He
says the City of London Corporation is very pleased. The cows haven't tried to leave
9
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the area, so they are content, but they have eaten a lot of the grass so they may be
taken oﬀ in a fortnight. Sad. They will be missed.
Wednesday 3rd October
Interview with a Guardian journalist in the rain. Katie and I get strict instructions
beforehand not to say anything rude about the City (as if I would…). In this instance,
we have no complaints. Katie very excited, What should I wear? she says. She prepares
notes. Sadly, the story is turned down by the editor: we aren't exciting enough.
Friday 5th
Cows retreat to the woods. Diﬃcult to see, but we hear them moo to each other for
the first time, keeping contact.
Saturday 6th
Wet today. Nice double-page spread about the cows in Wanstead Village Directory.
Sunday 7th
Gales, wind and driving rain does not put oﬀ joggers, cyclists, or the Friends of
Wanstead Parklands litter pickers, who meet on the first Sunday of the month.
One man says a teacher at his teenage daughter’s school in Forest Gate asked how
many in the class had never seen a live cow – and the answer was 80 per cent! No
wonder our cows
are so popular.
I'm coming to the
conclusion there is
cow magic in this
space. We are
surrounded by
millions of people
in our city, in a
managed but semiwild landscape.
They just look so
right here,
unfettered and

OUT TO PASTURE The Longhorns
rest after busy day grazing.
Photograph: Peter Mayo

free. They seem to
create a quiet, calm
response in people. Is it fanciful to think they remind us of our rural past? Or, even
further back, when large creatures like the Aurochs roamed Europe?
Monday 8th
Volunteer Lorna reports a neatly-dressed young man playing music to the cows from
his headphones, trying to feed one a sandwich, dancing round with what appear to be
horns on his head (must be branches) – and then making a grab for a cow’s horns.
Tuesday 9th
The young man is spotted by the lake. He has been banging trees with sticks and
harassing the cows. Keepers called but take ages to arrive, by which time he has gone.
Cows seem nervous.
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Wednesday 10th
Now we hear stories of the same young man a few weeks ago building 'shrines' on the
river path and chasing oﬀ people with sticks. He has been seen at the stables,
attempting to ride the horses.
Who is he? No one knows. Today, he re-appears whistling and waving a big stick,
windmill fashion, to round up the cows, corralling them in the enclosure behind the
Temple. The cows are reported as galloping down the path in fear – beasts that each
weigh 8 or 9 times as much as a human!
We call the keepers and, again, they take ages to arrive, by which time he has gone.
Thursday 11th
He is back again, this time with two watering cans, looking for the cows. (What kind
of farming fantasy is this?) But he won't find them, because this is the day that they
have been led oﬀ Wanstead Park, meekly following the grazier with the bucket of cow
treats to the lorry. They have returned to their herd in the north of Epping Forest, to
have their calves in safety.
We all look forward to seeing our cows again when they return next year.

On the right page at last!
Our website gets a much-needed facelift
We have to admit that anyone looking at our website recently would be struck by the
content – and quite how out of date it had become.
A few months ago, a small Committee subgroup started work on updating and
upgrading the wansteadpark.org.uk site.
Our UK2 platform was becoming decidedly creaky, so our technical mainstay Greg
Harper advised us to move to WordPress, which would oﬀer more options for design
and functionality, and greater security and support.
We are currently in the process of designing a revised homepage, which we are aiming
to make more concise, informative and current. The rationalisation of
legacy content is nearing completion, but articles of historic and
archaeological value will remain in the Site Archives.
We have some ideas as to how we import and
maintain content which is enlightening, but it is still
very much work in progress.
We hope to be nearing a finished product as we move into
the New Year.
Thanks to Greg Harper for all his hard work with this.
John Sharpe
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City limits…
A recent ‘frank and honest’ conversation about the stewardship
of Wanstead Park has provided needed clarity, says John Sharpe
The Friends of Wanstead Parklands’ relationship with the management teams at the
City of London Corporation and Epping Forest is, of necessity, finely balanced.
We rely on them to fund the upkeep of the park; they depend increasingly on
volunteer input to support their decreasing resources.
While we aim to collaborate with both authorities as best we can, we reserve the right
to take an independent position if we consider it necessary.
I recently had the opportunity to have a Zoom meeting with the Epping Forest
management, who have budget, governance and operational responsibility for
Wanstead Park, and the Park Verderers, who have historically been appointed to act as
representatives of the users of Epping Forest.
The context of the meeting was the increasing level of frustration among the FWP
committee – and within the public at large – at the general state of the park, and the
lack of progress with key projects, including the installation of commemoration
benches.
I presented the Friends’ main concerns:
• The condition of the Ornamental Water
• The water supply to the lakes in general
• The continued ‘At Risk’ status of the park (see previous Newsletters)
12
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• The declining state of the Grotto
• The cycling ‘free-for-all’ within the park
• Poor communications with the City of London, and an awareness of our “anonymity”
I also raised a request for the City to fund a 2022 Wanstead Park Festival, to celebrate
the 300th anniversary of the completion of Wanstead House.
The City response was, in some ways, encouraging:
• A proposal to adopt the 2019 Grotto Conservation Management Plan will go to the
Commons Committee (expected on November 16; full update in a future Newsletter)
• We received an invitation to draft a proposal for a new cycling policy in the park
• The installation of commemoration benches is “progressing”
• Confirmation that the City very much appreciate our funding and voluntary
contribution to the park
• The meeting opened up a wider communication channel
• We received a funding commitment for a “festival of celebration” in 2022.
But there were discouraging signs, also:
• A reduced initial investment and delayed timescale in addressing water management
issues in the park – but a clearer, short-term water management strategy which may
assist the Ornamental Water problem (see article below)
• A strong message that the City will find funding major projects diﬃcult in the
current financial climate
• The City is “comfortable” with the park’s continued ‘At Risk’ status
I very much welcomed the invitation, facilitated by the Verderers, and the frank and
honest nature of the exchange.
I remain hopeful that we can rely on the City to make progress with the park work
over the next four to five years, albeit, at a slower pace than we would like.

Water, water everywhere… if only!
Could the lakes be prevented from ever drying up again with a ‘small’
£500k works programme? Richard Arnopp reports
If there’s one issue that worries Friends of Wanstead Parklands members and
supporters more than any other, it is the state of Wanstead Park’s lake system.
Excavated in the first half of the 18th century, the lakes were intended to create vistas
of water around three sides of Wanstead House. Originally nine in number, the five
surviving bodies of water still form one of London’s finest waterscapes and remain the
defining feature of Wanstead Park.
Sadly, the lakes are not in good condition. Only one – the Basin, owned by Wanstead
Golf Club – seems to have no serious problems. As for the others, the water level in
the Shoulder of Mutton Pond fluctuates seasonally, and it would benefit from some desilting, but it is otherwise fairly stable.
The remaining three lakes are, however, in a bad way.
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The concrete lining of the Heronry Pond is completely compromised, and even with
constant replenishment via pumping from a borehole, it is impossible to keep it
anywhere near full. The neighbouring Perch Pond looks healthy, but appears to be
heavily dependent on leakage from its western neighbour.
Worst of all is the Ornamental Water, which has taken a turn for the worse in recent
years for reasons which are still not yet fully understood. Water levels have remained
persistently low and, even when the lake was flooded by the River Roding in December
2019, immediately began to fall by about 7cm per week until, within a few months, it
was back to where it had been before.
Addressing the state of the lake system is one of the central themes of the Parkland
Plan (see previous Newsletters). This, the long-term restoration and management plan
for the Park was adopted by the City of London earlier this year, after being developed
by stakeholders – including the Friends – over a period of nearly a decade. A
provisional start date of 2024 for major works was anticipated.
Making plans is part of the solution, but they also need to be paid for. There we
seemed to have found a way forward, but things have not turned out as expected, and
alternative funding options will now need to be explored as a matter of urgency, as
things cannot go on as they are.
The key to funding the Parkland Plan was that radical works were assumed to be
required to the lakes to bring them into line with the requirements of the Flood and
Water Management Act 2010. It was anticipated that these modifications could cost
up to £10 million, based on what had been spent on a similar project on Hampstead
Heath.

‘The Perch Pond depends on leakage from its neighbour’
This presented an opportunity for Wanstead Park, as the spending would come from
central, rather than Epping Forest, budgets, and it would make sense to carry out
other improvements and repairs to the lakes at the same time.
Any non-statutory element of the work could potentially have been used as match
funding for a parallel bid to the National Lottery Heritage Fund to pay for a range of
NOT A DROP The Ornamental
improvements to the park.
Water in summer 2020.

Photograph: Andrew Cronshaw

Unfortunately, a recently published engineer’s recommendations have rather thrown a
spanner in the works. His conclusion was that the works needed to bring the lakes into
compliance with the 2010 Act were far less extensive than had been assumed, and have
been costed at around £500,000. This is only 5 per cent of the ballpark figure we had
been working on. This means that the complex funding package for the Parkland Plan
will need to be rebuilt from scratch.
We know that Epping Forest is working on new funding options. However, in the
meantime, we will be pressing for early implementation of those aspects of its Water
Management Strategy which might make an appreciable diﬀerence.
The Water Management Strategy has been summarised for us as follows:
* The City of London Corporation will continue to maximise the use of the Environment Agency
borehole abstraction licence to fill Heronry/Perch with onward overflow to Ornamental Water.
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* CoL will seek to maximise the abstraction figure at the next abstraction licensing round in 2022,
though this could be problematic as the source is high quality potable water (for more, go to
envirotecmagazine.com/2019/06/10/london-facing-water-crisis-warns-new-report).
* Following through the recommendations made in a 2014 hydrology study , the City of London is
seeking to maximise the “harvesting” of surface water flow in the lake catchments to augment
current lake inflow; Geoﬀ Sinclair, Epping Forest Operations Manager, is currently working with
colleagues in Built Environment and commissioned consultants Sparkflow to identify schemes to
draw more water into the lakes.
* The City of London’s surveyors are currently examining the potential to restore the pump house
on the banks of the Roding/Ornamental Water, which, subject to Environment Agency approval,
could be used to pump winter spate water into Ornamental Water and thence up the chain. This
will require the requisite abstraction licensing arrangements and £100k investment in pumping
equipment, which will rely on fundraising.
* Meanwhile, the City of London is working with Thames Water and Cadent Gas to examine the
impact of utility infrastructure on the lake cascade. This is likely to involve dyeing the lakes once
water levels rise this winter to help trace leakage.
* The City will be asked to fund a report on the interaction of the Roding with Ornamental Water
under flood conditions, as part of a “high-risk engineering study”. The report will also cover the
viability of pumping from the Roding during the winter. Environment Agency staﬀ have diﬀering
views on potential viability.
* The City of London will work with the London Borough of Redbridge regarding the remaining
compensation Exchange Land which went unclaimed by LBR after the construction of the M11
Relief Road. The LBR portion includes a TW pumphouse which is also pumping low quality
water from the aquifer to the waterworks for blending.
The last point perhaps needs a little explanation. The “Exchange Land” is an area to
the south-east of the park which was once part of the old sewage works. Ownership of
the Exchange Lands is divided between the City of London, London Borough of
Redbridge and Thames Water. The name derives from the history of land exchanges in
the area connected to compensation for road works. The various plots have never been
properly delineated.

…And the Friends’s verdict?
In our view, the change in funding assumptions for the Parkland Plan, as well as the
worsening state of the lakes, has created a new situation. Most of the above options
would not be unduly expensive. They now need to be explicitly decoupled from the
main project and expedited as a short-to-medium term project in their own right.
Over the last decade, the Friends have been patient and supportive as Epping Forest
oﬃcials raised awareness within the City of London of the plight of Wanstead Park.
Our judicious interventions (notably a 2017 “summit” at the Palace of Westminster)
have materially assisted in building a “coalition of the willing” and identifying practical
ways to do something about it.
However, the end of one chapter is not the end of the story, and some decisive action
from the City of London is now required.
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Get ready to party like it’s 1722
The 300th anniversary of Wanstead House is fast approaching
– time to throw a ‘festival of celebration’, says John Sharpe
As we prepare to enter 2021, there are not one but two major anniversaries on the
horizon for Wanstead Park – which calls for a celebration.
In 2022, it will be the 300th anniversary of the construction of Wanstead House, the
first Palladian mansion in Britain, whose doors were opened in 1722.
Exactly a hundred years later, in June 1822, a ‘Great Sale’ of the house’s contents took
place over 32 days, following disastrous financial ruination of its notoriously reckless
owner, ‘Wicked’ William Wellesley-Pole, the Duke of Wellington’s spendthrift nephew.
The House itself was demolished in 1823.
After discussion with the Friends of Wanstead Parklands, the City of London has

PARTY VENUE Wanstead House
in its 18th-century heyday, before
it was pulled down

recognised the local importance of these anniversaries, and is supporting a ‘festival of
celebration’ in 2022.
As the event, to be held in Wanstead Park, takes shape, see future newsletters for more
information.
The 300th anniversary of Wanstead House will also be marked in 2022 with the
publication of the first large-scale illustrated book on its history.
Wanstead House: East London’s Lost Palace, by Dr Hannah Armstrong – whose essay on the
Palladian mansion appeared in a recent newsletter – will be issued by Liverpool
University Press on behalf of Historic England, and financed solely from pre-orders.
Members of the Friends of Wanstead Parklands will be emailed a special link to preorder the title, which we are promised will come with a substantial discount!
Stand by your inboxes for more details…
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Nature spotting: mink
In her latest dispatch about the creatures making Wanstead Park
their home, Tricia Moxey goes ‘fur’ broke…
In past centuries, the wearing of fur was associated with wealth and status. Many of us
may recall seeing Edwardian family photographs in which folk showed oﬀ their fur
coats. As a small child, I recall the smell of mothballs when my grandmother removed
her fur coat from the wardrobe!
Garments were trimmed with the luxurious fur of mink. To meet this need, mink
farms were established in the UK in the 1920s, and the industry expanded after the
end of the Second World War. In the 1950s, there were about 400 known fur farms in
the UK, with no doubt many unregulated units. Escaped mink were first confirmed to
be breeding in the wild in 1956.
A decade or so later, wild mink were reportedly present in over half the counties of
England and Wales, as well as much of lowland Scotland.
Which goes some way to explaining the sightings this summer of mink in Wanstead
Park.

PRETTY IN MINK A solitary
Neovison vison spotted in
Wanstead Park. Photograph:
Huseyin Dagdeviren

Certainly, we have been more alert to mink of late, after they hit international
headlines during the coronavirus pandemic. Large numbers of mink were killed as a
precaution first in Denmark, following outbreaks of Covid-19 among farm workers,
who had passed on the virus to their charges, sparking fears that a new strain might
mutate.
According to reports on the Friends of
Wanstead Parklands Facebook page, mink
appear to have taken up residence in the park.
Any park-dwelling mink will be Neovison vison,
descendants of an imported American variety
that were kept in fur farms. Their preferred
habitat was river corridors, where they could
feed on fish, water voles and other creatures.
They tend to be active during the day. It is
unlikely that any remaining free-range mink in
the UK are infected with the Covid-19 virus.
Post-war governments during were indecisive
about reacting to reports of mink in the
countryside, choosing to believe that there was
little evidence of serious damage to agriculture or fisheries. In 1964, a MAFF mink
eradication team of seven people was established, but it was wound up in 1970 when it
was clear that their level of commitment was inadequate to tackle the problem.
In 1975, fur farming in the UK was subjected to increasing statutory restrictions, and
finally banned by the Fur Farming (Prohibition) Act of 2000. The few fur-farms still
operating in the 1990s had been the focus of attacks by animal rights activists.
Regrettably, these mink were largely domesticated and unable to fend for themselves.
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Consequently, many of the mink released in the attacks of the 1990s were either
quickly recaught or probably quickly perished, so unlikely to have made much
contribution to the now-established wild mink population.
Though the better-established American mink impacted Britain’s wildlife for more
than 50 years, sightings of this predatory animal have declined by 45 per cent in the
past 20 or so years. This seems to be linked to serious deterioration of water quality,
loss of bankside habitat, and the almost complete eradication of water voles from
many rivers.
The last confirmed sighting of mink in the Wanstead area was of a family four on the
Ornamental Water in 2012. These were trapped and removed.

What are we going to do
about… cyclists in Wanstead Park?
In our regular slot examining thorny issues affecting park-goers,
Gill James explains why the park’s bike ‘ban’ has had its day
Cycling is permitted throughout the entirely of Epping Forest – but with the exception
of Wanstead Park.
Epping Forest has 284km of shared-use paths, which makes it a great place to explore
by bike, whether you want to relax, get fit, or are just looking to get from A to B while
avoiding motor traﬃc.
Within Wanstead Park, however, bikes are currently permitted only along the northeastern edge of the Heronry Pond, and on the 200m stretch from Wanstead Park
Avenue entrance to the tea hut. Thanks to a 1950s bylaw, cycling is forbidden in all
other parts of the park, a restriction that is either widely misunderstood or routinely
ignored. (See previous newsletters.)
Given the dramatic rise in popularity of cycling during the pandemic and the fact that
signposting in Wanstead Park is, at best, erratic, it’s time for a rethink.
As the Government and Redbridge Council support wider availability of cycling routes
for leisure and commuting, the City of London Corporation has now indicated its wish
to move from the current restrictive model to one that better reflects the time.
Similarly, the Friends of Wanstead Parklands (FWP) and Epping Forest, which
manages Wanstead Park, both recognise that cycling in the park has become a ‘freea rise in cycling during Covid-19 for-all’, and that clearer, revised guidelines are now necessary.

RIDE ON TIME The park has seen

FWP has been invited to act as a consultative body with Epping Forest in the
development of a revised cycling policy for Wanstead Park. We are in the process of
refining the policy proposal, and the City of London has indicated that the final
discussion will take place in July 2021.
We are broadly in favour of cycling being permitted on shared-use routes in the park,
in adherence to rules set out in the Epping Forest Cycling Code of Conduct.
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After initial committee discussion, we would like to propose two possible visions for
cycling in Wanstead Park.
Proposal 1: Restrict cycling in Wanstead Park to two clearly designated
routes
i. For leisure cycling, a circular shared-use route on existing informal paths
The wide path between the River Roding and the Ornamental Water connects Warren
Road with an entry from the Ilford side of the path. Include a small section of path
from the southern tip of the Ornamental Water to the Tea Hut, north of the Perch
Pond. This would create a safe, circular leisure route suitable for families and less
confident cyclists.
The circular route path is mainly flat and well drained, with a few muddy patches in
winter. Minor work would be necessary at the entry from Warren Road at the point X
on the map. At present, it is a steep step-down, inhibiting wheelchair access. A smooth
entry slope would enhance the route for all users. Consider a “Slow” sign at the Warren
Drive entry point,
as it is a relatively
steep track down
to the
Ornamental
lakeside.
A park entry
point from
shared-use route
'Quiet Way 6’ at
Z may need to be
formalised.
ii. For
commuter
cycling, a direct,
shared-use route
connecting
Northumberland
Avenue Gate and
Warren Road
Gate
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This route is
already used by
motor vehicles
accessing the Tea
Hut, the keepers'
cottages and the
Temple, with a
vehicular speed
limit of 15mph.
This is a useful
route for
residents
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crossing the park directly and safely to reach, for example, Wanstead tube station. It is
wide and well drained, with clear sight lines so no additional works would be necessary,
although cycle parking racks at the Tea Hut and Temple would be a useful addition.
Proposal 2: Allow responsible cycling anywhere within the Park
• This would put the park in line with practice in the rest of Epping Forest, thus
avoiding further confusion.
• Construction and maintenance of signs would be unnecessary.
• Oﬃcer time is not wasted policing use of oﬃcial and unoﬃcial routes.
• Other considerations: The park is not very attractive to BMX and MTB users, being
relatively small and flat, and at present the majority of park cyclists are family cyclists.
• Complaints about cyclists from pedestrians should be only occasional once the new
rules were in place, as is the case in the rest of the Forest.
Once various strategies for achieving a more harmonious situation have been
considered, consultation with the public will follow in July 2021.

‘I’m guilty of occasionally cycling through the park…’
Users have taken to online forums to have their say about the new
cycling proposals. Here is a selection of edited highlights
“I was mortified when I found out I had been cycling on areas I shouldn’t. I would
therefore be delighted if new cycle routes were created in the park.”
“As both a regular walker and cyclist, I would like to suggest separate cycle paths, with
a surface on which stones are not sent flying in all directions.”
“I walk in Wanstead Park with my dogs every day, and since lockdown it has become
less enjoyable due to the increased use of bikes. Parks are places for people to and
stroll, not to be dodging speeding cyclists.”
ON YOUR MARKS Which of the
two new cycling proposals
should Friends support?

/

·1-...,:?

“It is really quite disconcerting to have cyclists approach you from behind at great
speeds, particularly if you happen to be hard of hearing. Those walking around the
ponds to appreciate the wildlife will constantly have to be on the lookout.”

.
Ill' l..-::::::,:,;;J'
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“I’m an older cyclist guilty of occasionally using the path to ride past the Temple.
Obviously, cycling through Chalet Wood would be an act of vandalism, but people on
foot, with dogs, with children and with companions are far more likely to trample the
bluebells.”
“The path around the Ornamental Lake is a cycle path already. Nobody pays heed to it
NOT being a cycle path. Things may as well stay as they are.”
“Over the years, I have found it annoying that, as a jogger, I couldn't take my children
with me to cycle in the park. I think this is a great idea. But instead of going north
around Ornamental Water, what about a southerly route, too?”
“As residents of the area for 45 years, we frequently cycle past the tea hut and join the
main 'road' up from the cottages by the Temple. It would be very helpful to make this
an oﬃcial cycling route. In addition, a circular bike path around the Ornamental Water
would encourage families and children to come to the park.”
“Just because there is increased demand for cycling areas doesn't mean they should get
their own way yet again. There is a perfectly good path up the side of the park between
the corner of Northumberland Road and Warren Road already. A really big NO to this
proposal.”
“My only concern would also be giving access to motorised scooters, which we are
seeing more of, and go quite fast, and should therefore not be encouraged.”
Names have been withheld to protect the innocent (and the guilty…)
We want to hear your views on our proposed cycling plans for Wanstead
Park. Please email wansteadpark.org.uk@gmail.com, or leave your comments on the
Friends of Wanstead Parkland Facebook page at tinyurl.com/fwpfacebook

Anyone fancy a pint?
Our focus on pubs around the Parklands.
This issue: The Golden Fleece, Manor Park
The Golden Fleece is a well-known local landmark, facing onto the southern side of
Wanstead Flats toward the eastern end of Capel Road. Its origins are similar to the
Holly Tree, on the other side of the Flats, which was the subject of an earlier article in
this series.
Both pubs came into being at about the same time as part of the explosion of
development which followed the arrival of the railways. The new transport links
opened up the scattered villages at the southern end of Epping Forest to both
commuters and day-trippers.
Capel Road as we know it only began to come into existence, in a rather piecemeal way,
from the 1860s. Before that, there was simply a rough path or track which divided the
“waste” of Wanstead Flats from the cultivated land to the south.
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This, or part of it, became known as Duncan’s Road as a few houses began to be built,
named after a local stonemason with premises nearby. The road was to acquire its
present name a decade later, “Capel” being the surname of the Earls of Essex of the
present (ninth) creation.
Visitors to the Golden Fleece will notice that it sits within a curious kink in the road.
This marked the north-west corner of the old Manor Park, the fine garden surrounding
the West Ham manor house (a late Georgian building which still survives
incongruously as flats). Although purchased by the railway company in 1839, the manor
house remained a private residence until 1866, being latterly leased to William Storrs
Fry, son of Elizabeth Fry, the famous prison reformer.
However, in that year the estate was sold to the Victoria Land Company. The house

PROPPING UP THE BAA The
Golden Fleece on Wanstead
Flats. Photograph:
Gill James

and central third of the site was sold on to the Roman Catholic Church for the
establishment of an industrial school, to provide vocational training to destitute
children. Three remaining blocks of land – to the west, east and south – were sold oﬀ
for development. The Golden Fleece was one of the earlier properties to be built and
seems to have been open by 1871.
Derek Sparrow, a native of Manor Park, remembers the Golden Fleece about half-way
through its history in his very amusing account of his life:
“My Uncle was the landlord of the Golden Fleece in Capel Road, right on the southern
edge of the Wanstead Flats common ground.
“After the Second World War, when I was about 7 or 8, my parents and extended family
members, used to often go to my Uncle’s pub for family gatherings and get-togethers –
where there would be ‘after hours drinking’ in his large flat upstairs above the pub.
During that time, all the players from West Ham United would be there, so it was
great for me, meeting all my heroes.”
I don’t know whether any of today’s wealthy professional footballers patronise the
Golden Fleece! However, with or without the lure of celebrity-spotting, the pub has
many advantages.
It is spacious, in an attractive location, has a large well-shaded garden, a varied
clientele (locals, walkers, footballers from the Flats, funeral parties from the City of
London Cemetery), and not much local competition. Nonetheless, it has had a rather
chequered history over the last couple of decades. After changing hands several times,
it is currently owned by Greene King, now Britain’s largest pub retailer (its old brewing
business has essentially been reduced to a sideline).
As well as Greene King brews, the Golden Fleece usually has at least a couple of guest
ales on tap and a varied food oﬀer – not haute cuisine, perhaps, but solid fare at
reasonable prices. Green King is currently reviewing its portfolio of outlets in the wake
of Covid-19, but the Golden Fleece appears to be safe.
The Golden Fleece is at 166 Capel Road, Manor Park, E12 5DB. 020 8478 0024,
greeneking-pubs.co.uk
Richard Arnopp is a member of the Campaign for Real Ale. Much of the
information about the history of the Golden Fleece is derived from the excellent E7
Now and Then blog (e7-nowandthen.org)
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…and finally
How to renew your Friends of Wanstead Parklands membership
Thank you once again for your continued support of the Friends of Wanstead
Parklands. Your financial support remains an important factor in enabling the Friends
to contribute to protecting our beautiful park.
For the membership year 2020, we have again retained our current subscription rates:
£5 single, £10 family, £70 life membership… or suggest a donation.
Your membership enable you to receive quarterly copies of this newsletter, and join
FWP activities at reduced rates.

2

To renew your membership, go online at wansteadpark.org.uk, pay by bank
transfer, to HSBC Bank, sort code 40-06-23, account number 81516337 (please use your
surname as a payment reference).
Alternatively, you can send a cheque, payable to the Friends of Wanstead Parklands, to:
John Sharpe, Flat 3, 15 Sylvan Road, London E11 1QL

3

If you have any queries, please contact John Sharpe, Membership Secretary, at
wansteadpark.org.uk@gmail.com
Keep up to date with the Friends of Wanstead Parklands on the Facebook page, and
check out our new-look website, where you can download previous editions of the
newsletter. Follow us on Twitter at @FWP2009
Your next newsletter will be emailed to members – Covid-19 permitting… – in Spring
2021. For now, we wish you and yours and Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year!

4

A YEAR IN WANSTEAD PARK (1) Starling in January. (2) Male shoveler duck
in February. (3) Green woodpecker in March. (4) Bluebells in April.
(5) Blackbird in May. (6) Bee on rosebay willowherb in June. (7) Little egret
in July. (8) Bee in August. (9) Migrant hawkers in September. (10) Mushrooms
in October. (11) Teal drake in November. (12) Squirrel in December.
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Photographs by Mary Holden
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